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Introdu tion

1.1 The Radio Broad ast Problem
1.1.1 De nition and Motivation
Consider a syn hronous network of pro essors that ommuni ate by transmitting messages
to their neighbors, where a pro essor re eives a message in a given step if and only if pre isely
one of its neighbors transmit. The instan e of the Radio Broad ast problem, alled radio
network, is a pair (G = (V; E ); s), s 2 V , where G is an unweighted undire ted n-vertex
graph, and s is a vertex, alled sour e. The obje tive is to deliver one single message that
the sour e s generates to all the verti es of the graph G using the smallest possible number
of ommuni ation rounds. The pres ription that tells ea h vertex when it should broad ast
is alled s hedule; the length of the s hedule is the number of rounds it uses, and it is
alled feasible if it informs all the verti es of the graph. From pra ti al perspe tive, the
interest in radio networks is usually motivated by their military signi an e, as well as by
the growing importan e of ellular and wireless ommuni ation (see, e.g., [19, 15, 4℄). The
Radio broad ast is perhaps the most important ommuni ation primitive in radio networks,
and it is intensively studied starting from mid-eighties [9, 20, 21, 6, 5, 8, 18, 15, 19, 1, 4, 10, 7℄.
From theoreti al perspe tive, the study of the Radio Broad ast problem provided resear hers with a parti ularly onvenient playground for the study of su h broad and fundamental omplexity-theoreti issues as the power and limitations of randomization, and of
di erent models of distributed omputation [4, 19, 21℄. In this paper we study the approximation threshold of the Radio Broad ast problem. We believe that our results show that
this problem is of a parti ular interest from the stand-point of the theory of Hardness of
Approximation as well.

1.1.2 Previous Results
Upper bounds: The rst algorithm for the Radio Broad ast problem was devised by
Chlamta and Weinstein in 1987 [10℄. That algorithm, given an instan e (G; s) of the
problem, onstru ts a feasible broad ast s hedule of length O(Rad (G ; s )  log2 n ) where
Rad (G ; s ) stands for the radius of the instan e (G; s), that is, the maximum distan e dG(s; v)
in the graph G between the sour e s and some vertex v 2 V . Their algorithm is entralized,
i.e., it a epts the entire graph as input.
Soon afterwards Bar-Yehuda et al. [4℄ devised a distributed randomized algorithm that
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provides feasible s hedules of length O(Rad (G ; s )  log n + log2 n ). Re ently [22℄ a deterministi (albeit, entralized) algorithm with the same performan e was given by Kowalski and
Pel . Alon et al. [1℄ have shown that the additive term of log2 n in the result of [4, 22℄ is
inevitable, and devised a onstru tion of in nitely many instan es (G; s) of onstant radius
that satisfy that any broad ast s hedule for them requires (log2 n) rounds. Kushilevitz
and Mansour [19℄ have shown that for distributed algorithms, the multipli ative logarithmi
term in the result of [4℄ is inevitable as well, and proved that for any distributed algorithm
for the Radio Broad ast problem there exist (in nitely many) instan es (G; s) on whi h the
algorithm onstru ts a s hedule of length (Rad (G ; s )  log(n =Rad (G ; s ))). Finally, the gap
between the log n and log(n=Rad(G; s)) was re ently losed by Kowalski and Pel [21℄, and
Czumaj and Rytter [9℄.
Gaber and Mansour [15℄ devised a entralized algorithm that onstru ts feasible s hedules
of length O(Radq
(G ; s )+log5 n ). In [12℄ we improved this result providing a s hedule of length
Rad (G ; s ) + O ( Rad (G ; s )  log2 n ) = O (Rad (G ; s ) + log4 n ).
Sin e, obviously, any s hedule for an instan e (G; s) requires at least Rad (G ; s ) rounds,
the algorithms for the Radio Broad ast problem [10, 4, 15, 21, 9, 22℄ an be interpreted as
approximation algorithms for the problem. In parti ular, [10, 22℄ is a deterministi O(log2 n)
approximation algorithm.

Lower bounds: The NP-hardness of the Radio Broad ast problem was shown by Chlamta
and Kutten [7℄ already in 1985. In [16℄ an NP-hardness result is established for solving the
problem on unit dis graphs.
A gap redu tion is a redu tion that maps an arbitrary NPC problem to the problem at
hand giving some gaps for the optimum values resulting from a yes and a no instan e. The
authors of the urrent paper have shown [12℄ a gap redu tion that maps a yes instan e to
a radio broad ast instan e that admits a 3 rounds s hedule, while a no instan e is mapped
into an (log n) s hedule. This proves that there exists a onstant > 0 su h that the Radio
Broad ast problem annot be approximated within approximation ratio of log n unless
NP  BP T IME (nO(log log n) ).

1.2 Our Results
Note that [12, 15℄ an be onsidered as an additive approximation algorithms for the problem.
Hen e, we study the additive ratio of radio broad ast. We provide a gap redu tion that maps
a yes instan e to a radio network that admits a s hedule of length O(log n), and a no instan e
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to a radio network for whi h any feasible s hedule is of length (log2 n). Thus, there exists
some > 0 so that the radio broad ast problem admits no polynomial additive log2 n ratio
approximation unless NP  BP T IME (nO(log log n) ). This fully determines the additive
approximation ratio of the problem for graphs with radius at most log n as the result of [22℄
implies that for graphs with radius at most log n, there exists a mat hing additive upper
bound of O(log2 n). We are not aware of any other problem that exhibits a tight additive
polylogarithmi ratio. (See [17, 14℄ for the only example we are aware of an almost tight
polylogarithmi multipli ative approximation. This example is the Group Steiner problem
on trees.)

Remark: A big hallenge seems to be designing a gap redu tion that maps a yes instan e
to a onstant number of rounds s hedule and a no instan e to a s hedule of length (log2 n).
We leave this question open. If su h a proof is possible, then the (multipli ative) best
approximation ratio for the problem is log2 n (up to onstants) mu h like the Group Steiner
problem on trees. Alternatively, the hallenge is to design an O(log n) ratio approximation
for small radios graphs.
2

Preliminaries

2.1 De nitions and notation
We start with introdu ing some de nitions and notations. In all the notations, we may
eventually omit some parameters, if the meaning an be dedu ed from the ontext.

De nition 2.1 The set of neighbors of a vertex v in an unweighted undire ted graph G(V; E ),
denoted G(v), is the set fu 2 V j (v; u) 2 E g. For a subset X  V , the set of neighbors of
the vertex v in the subset X , denoted G(v; X ) is the set fu 2 X j (v; u) 2 E g.
Notation 2.2 For a positive integer number n, let [n℄ denote the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
De nition 2.3 Let G = (V; E ) be an unweighted undire ted graph, and R  V be a subset of
verti es. The set of verti es informed by R, denoted I (R), is I (R) = fv j 9!x 2 R s.t. v 2
G (x)g (the notation 9!x stands for \there exists a unique x"). For a singleton set R = fxg,
I (R) = I (fxg) = I (x) = G (x).
A sequen e of vertex sets  = (R1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rq ), q = 1; 2; : : :, is alled a radio broad ast
s hedule (hen eforth referred as a s hedule) if Ri+1  Sij=1 I (Rj ) for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; q 1.
3

Intuitively, this ondition means that the verti es that send a message in ertain round have
to be informed in one of the previous rounds.
The set of verti es informed by a s hedule , denoted I (), is I () =

S

R2

I (R).

Given a graph G = (V; E ) and a vertex s 2 V , a s hedule  is feasible with respe t to
(G; s) if R1 = fsg and V  I ().

The length of the s hedule  = (R1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rq ) is jj = q .
An instan e of the radio broad ast problem G is a pair (G = (V ; E ); s), where G is a graph,
and s 2 V is a vertex. The goal is to ompute a feasible s hedule  of minimal length. The
value of an instan e G of the radio broad ast problem is the length of the shortest feasible
s hedule  for this instan e.
For any s hedule  = (R1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rq ), the set Ri is alled the ith round of , i =
1; 2; : : : ; q .

2.2 The MIN-REP problem
De nition 2.4 The MIN-REP problem is de ned as follows. The input onsists of a bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; E ). In addition, for j = 1; 2, the input ontains a partition V~j of Vj
into a disjoint union of subsets, V1 = SA2V~1 A, V2 = SB2V~2 B . The triple M = (G; V~1; V~2)
is an instan e of the MIN-REP problem. The size of the instan e is n = jV1j + jV2j. An
instan e G as above indu es a bipartite super-graph G~ = (V~1 ; V~2; E~ ) in whi h the sets A and
B of the partition serve as the verti es of the super-graph. The edges of the super-graph are
E~ (M) = E~ = f(A; B ) 2 V~1  V~2 j a 2 A; b 2 B; (a; b) 2 E g. In other words, there is a
(super-)edge between a pair of sets A 2 V~1 , B 2 V~2 if and only if the graph G ontains an
edge between a pair of verti es a 2 A, b 2 B .
Denote V~ = V~1 [ V~2. A pair of verti es x1 ; x2 2 V1 [ V2 is alled a mat hed pair with
respe t to a super-edge e~ = (A; B ) 2 E~ (hen eforth, e~-m.p.) if (x1 ; x2 ) 2 E and either
x1 2 A and x2 2 B or vi e versa.

A subset C  V1 [ V2 of verti es is said to over a super-edge e~ = (A; B ) if it ontains an
e~-m.p. A subset C  V1 [V2 that satis es jC \X j = 1 for every X 2 V~ is alled a MAX- over.
In other words, a MAX- over C ontains exa tly one vertex from ea h super-vertex.
An instan e M of the MIN-REP problem is alled a yes instan e if there exists a MAXover that overs all the super-edges. Su h a MAX- over is alled a perfe t MAX- over.
For a positive real number t > 1, an instan e M of the MIN-REP problem is alled a
4

t-no instan e if any C that overs at least half of the superedges must pi k on average at least
t elements of every A and every B (every C that overs at least half of the superedges has
size at least t times the number of A; B sets).

The maximization version of MIN-REP problem is equivalent to the maximization variant
of the Label-Cover problem (see, e.g., [3℄).

The parameters of the MIN-REP instan e: We impose several additional (somewhat
less standard) restri tions on the set of instan es of the MIN-REP problem. For the rest of
the paper, let n denote the number of verti es in the MIN-REP instan e.
1. All the super-verti es X 2 V~ are of size polylogarithmi in n (namely, size at most
(log n)d for some onstant d).
2. The number of super-edges is O(n  polylog (n))
3. The Star property: For every super-edge e~ = (A; B ) 2 E~ , A  V1 and B  V2
and every vertex b 2 B there exists exa tly one vertex a 2 A, denoted e~(b), su h that
(a; b) 2 E . The set of all verti es b su h that e~(b) = a for the same vertex a, along
with the vertex a, is alled an e~-star.

a

A3

A2

A1

A4

a’

b
B1

B2

B3

B4

Figure 1: An example of a MIN-REP instan e that satis es the star property. Every pair of
sets (Ai ; Bj ) in the partition, indu es a olle tion of disjoint stars with heads in A. The verti es
(a; b) form a mat hing pair that overs the super-edge (A1 ; B1 ). The verti es a0 ; b do not form
a mat hing pair, and do not over the super-edge (A1 ; B1 ).
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Essentially, the star property means that for every super-edge e~ = (A; B ) 2 E~ , the graph
indu ed by the subset A [ B de omposes into a olle tion of vertex-disjoint stars (a star is
a graph with all verti es but (maybe) one having degree 1). The vertex with degree larger
than 1 is alled the head of the star; if there are only two verti es in the star, then the head
is the vertex that belongs to the super-vertex A. The other verti es of the star are alled
the leaves of the star. See Figure 1 for an example of a MIN-REP instan e that obeys the
star property.

Theorem 2.5 [2, 24℄ No deterministi polynomial time algorithm an distinguish between
the YES-instan es and the log10 n-no instan es of the MIN-REP problem, unless
NP  DT IME (nO(log log n) ), even when the instan es of the MIN-REP problem satisfy the

onditions (1)-(3).

3

The

onstru tion

3.1 The high-level idea
In [23℄ a redu tion from an arbitrary NPC language to the set- over problem is given. The
elements of the set- over instan e are grouped into a union of ground sets. In a yes instan e,
every ground set M an be overed by two \ omplementary" sets ea h overing a disjoint
half of M . In a no instan e, every set in the set- over instan e that ontains elements of
M (essentially) ontains a random half of M and so (log jM j) sets are required to over
the entire set M . This is used in [11℄ to design a radio network that admits no s hedule of
length o(log n) for a no instan e, and a s hedule with only a onstant number of rounds for
a yes instan e.
In [1℄, another spe ial kind of set- over is designed. The elements are partitioned to
S
(log n) ground sets Mj . In this instan e, overing uniquely many elements in Mj is not
possible (an element is uniquely overed by a olle tion of sets if it belongs to exa tly one set
in the olle tion). Spe i ally, if a olle tion of sets uniquely overs \many" Mj elements,
then it does not uniquely over many elements of Mq , for any q 6= j . This onstru tion is
used in [1℄ to design a radio network that, essentially, has to inform the sets Mj \one by one"
while the onstru tion for every Mj is similar to the one from in [23, 11℄, namely, informing
Mj by itself requires (log n) rounds. Sin e the number of sets Mj is (log n), a lower bound
of (log2 n) for the length of a feasible s hedule follows.
We modify the onstru tion of [1℄, and add a\trap door" to their onstru tion, using ideas
6

of [23℄. This trapdoor makes it possible to inform every Mj in 2 rounds. This guarantees
that for a yes instan e, a feasible s hedule of logarithmi length exists: simply inform Mj
one j after the other. On the other hand, the modi ation maintains the lower bound of
(log2 n) for a no instan e. Hen e, we obtain a gap between O(log n) and (log2 n), that is,
an additive gap of (log2 n).

3.2 The onstru tion of [1℄
Sin e our onstru tion relies on that of [1℄ we brie y sket h their onstru tion.

De nition 3.1 A s hedule of at most log2 n=100 rounds is alled a short s hedule.

S

Let (X ; Y ) be two sets of verti es. Let jXj = n and Y be a disjoint union Y = Yj of
sets Yj ea h ontaining n7 verti es for 0:4  log2 n  j  0:6  log2 n. Thus, jYj = (n7 log n).

A vertex x 2 X and a vertex y 2 Yj are onne ted with an edge with probability 1=2j
independently of other edges. In addition, add a sour e s and onne t s to all the verti es of
X . Observe that, by de nition, after the rst round the set of informed verti es is exa tly
fsg [ X .

Intuitively, in the above onstru tion any transmitting subset of S  X helps to inform
only part of the sets Vj . It is not possible to hoose a size for S so that all Yj will ontain
many verti es informed by S . For a given j , for any set S of size larger than 2j , there may
exist many verti es of Yj having at least two neighbors in S . But if S is mu h smaller than
2j , then many of the verti es of Yj will not have even a single neighbor in S .
The following elegant lemma formalizes this intuition.

Lemma 3.2 [1℄ Let  = (R1 ; R2 ; : : : ; Rt ) be a short (namely, t  log2 n=100) olle tion of
subsets of X . Then there exists a subset S  X and an index j , 0:4  log2 n  j  0:6  log2 n

so that:

1. jS j  2j  log2 n.
2. Let 0 = (R10 ; R20 ; : : :) =  n S . Then for ea h round Rq0 in the s hedule, jRq0 j  2j .
3. Let fk be the number of sets in the s hedule with ardinality 2j+k  jRj0 j  2j+k+1.
Then,
X fk

k0

2k
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 log n:

Indeed, how ould a \short" s hedule  over Yj ? The set S has size 2j , so there is
a non-negligible probability that no vertex in S is onne ted to a vertex in Yj . (We use
the term non-negligible for a the probability whi h is at least poly1(n ) , where poly (n ) is some
polynomial in n.) Thus, the task of overing Yj may be left to 0 = (R10 ; R20 ; : : :) =  n S .
Consider some vertex yj 2 Yj . Observe that by Item 2 above, ea h Rq0 is of large enough
size to make the probability of Rq0 not informing yj non-negligible. Indeed, it is reasonable
to expe t that at least two verti es of R0q will be onne ted to yj in whi h ase yj does not
get the message in round q . Now, sin e Yj is \large" (has size n7 ), with high probability
there will be a vertex that is not going to be informed at any round. The paper of Alon et
al. [1℄ formally proves this laim along these lines.

3.3 Intuition behind the random permutation step
One of the diÆ ulties in imitating the onstru tion of [23℄, and ombining it with the onstru tion of [1℄ is as follows. The onstru tion of [1℄ requires that verti es are onne ted to
Yj with probability 1=2j . On the other hand, in the onstru tion of [23℄ some verti es are
onne ted to one half of the elements in every ground set Mj (see [23℄ for more details).
Thus, the probability that a and v 2 Mj are onne ted is 1=2.
The way we over ome this diÆ ulty is by forming many opies of every vertex x 2 A [ B .

Consider some super-edge e~ and the ground sets that orrespond to e~. Suppose that
M = Me~(j ) is some ground set that orresponds to e~; j (similar to Yj but dedi ated to e~).
Every opy of a is onne ted in M to some random subset of size jM j=2j +1. We ensure that
neighbors in M of di erent a opies are disjoint, and that 2j opies of a take part in this
pro ess. This implies that altogether the opies of a 2 A are indeed onne ted to a half of
M . Let Ma denote this half.
In addition, let (a; b) be an e~ mat hing pair. Then the opies of b are similarly onne ted
but to Mj n Ma . Thus, the opies of b over the omplementary half of M .
This way we are able on the one hand to ontrol the degrees of opies of a and b (that
is, to make it roughly jM j=2j , as required in [1℄), but on the other hand to guarantee that
the opies of a and b over together disjoint halves of M (as required in [23℄).
For the laims in [1℄ to work we need the neighbors of ( opies of) a and b in M to be
random. We use opies of a and b for overing random elements of M as follows. We rst
hoose a random half of M . Then this random half is arbitrarily split into 2j equal parts.
Then mat h the 2j opies of a and the 2j parts by a random permutation. The opy of a is
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onne ted to all verti es in its mat hing part. Similar onstru tion is applied for opies of b
on the omplementary half.

3.4 The random permutation step: formal de nition
For the rest of the paper, let n denote the number of verti es of the MIN-REP graph.
Consider an instan e M = (G; V~1 ; V~2 ), G = (V1 ; V2 ; E ) of the MIN-REP problem with
S
S
 s),
V1 = A2V~1 A, V2 = B2V~2 B . The redu tion onstru ts an instan e G = G (M) = (G;
G = (V ; E ), s 2 V , of the radio broad ast problem in the following way.
Let N = n0:6 . The vertex set V of the graph onsists of the sour e s, and the disjoint
vertex sets V1 and V2 .

The vertex set V1 ontains N opies of every vertex a or b in V = V1 [ V2 ; the set of all
opies of a vertex x (x = a or x = b) is denoted by p(x), and p(x; j ) is the subset that
ontains the rst 2j opies of x.
S
For a subset X  V , let p(X ) denote p(X ) = x2X p(x). Let J^ denote the set of
indi es f0:4 log n; 0:4 log n + 1; : : : ; 0:6 log ng.
S

The vertex set V2 is of the form V2 = e~2E~ Me~, where the ground sets Me~ are disjoint, and
all have equal size. Ea h ground set Me~ is a disjoint union of the sets Me~(j; q ), j 2 J^, q 2 [L℄,
with L = n 0 +4 , and 0 is an integer positive universal onstant that will be determined later.
The sets Me~(j; q ) are all of equal size M = n 0 , for the same onstant 0 .
The edge set E of the graph G ontains edges that onne t the sour e s to the verti es
of the set V1 . We next onstru t the edge set between the verti es of V1 and V2 . Fix
e~ = (A; B ) 2 E~ , and the indi es indi es j 2 J^, q 2 [L℄.

The random permutation step:
1. For every star head a
M = Me~(j; q ).

2

A let Ma = Me~;a (j; q ) be an exa t random half of the set

2. For every vertex b in the star of a set Mb = Me~;b (j; q ) = M n Ma .

Remark: Steps 1-2 will be referred as the exa t partition step.

3. For every vertex a 2 A, partition the set Ma = Me~;a (j; q ) arbitrarily into 2j disjoint
subsets of equal size. Randomly permute p(a; j ) (the rst 2j opies of a) and onne t
the ith opy (in the order determined by the random permutation) of a to the ith part
of Ma .
9

4. Similarly, for every vertex b that belongs to the star of a, over Mb by a random permutation. The random permutations of a and of leaves in the star of a are independent.
See Figure 2 for an illustration of the random permutation step.

Remarks:
1. The parameter q in M = Me~(j; q ) does not a e t the probability of V1 verti es to be
adja ent to Me~(j; q ). This probability is 1=2j . Unlike [1℄, many \Yj type" sets are
required. It is important though that if q 6= q 0 then di erent events for Me~(j; q ) and
Me~(j; q 0 ) are independent.
2. If b and b0 belong to the star of a in e~, then Mb = Mb = M n Ma . However, the random
permutations of b and b0 are independent, and are likely to be di erent.
0

A
a
~
e=(A,B)

G:

b

b’

b’’
B

Ma

Mb

M (j, q)
e~

cp( a)
1

cp j (a)
2

cp( b )
1

cp( b )
2j

Figure 2: The gure illustrates the random permutation step. The opies of the vertex a over
an exa t half of the verti es of the set Me~. The opies of the vertex b over the omplementary

half of the verti es.

Adding dummy verti es: Re all that p(X ) is the set of all opies of X verti es. Currently, j p(A)j; j p(B )j = O~ (n0:6 ). We need to later use Lemma 3.2 with p(A) [ p(B )
playing the role of X . For that, we need that j p(A) [ p(B )j = n (otherwise, it is required
~ n0:6 ) playing the role of n whi h may be onfusing). Add dummy
to use the lemma with (
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verti es to every p(A) and p(B ) to omplete its size to n=2 ea h. The dummy verti es
have no onne tion to V2 , but are joined to s. Thus, dummy verti es never transmit (do
not belong to any round). This hange only a e ts the onstants in the ratio. Thus, we
throughout assume that j p(A)j = j p(B )j = n=2 for every A; B .

3.5 The mixing step: intuition and formal de nition
Intuitively, we need to build a redu tion in whi h a short s hedule for the resulting radio
network ne essarily reveals a good solution for the original instan e of the MIN-REP problem.
Namely, a round is for ed to use opies of many mat hed pairs, otherwise, the onne tions
are random in a way similar to [1℄.
By the onstru tion so far, this goal is not yet a hieved be ause verti es an \ oordinate
e orts" even if they do not belong to a mat hing pair. For example, observe that if b; b0
both belong to the star of a then the opies of b and b0 are onne ted in Me~(j; q ) to the same
half (see Figure 2). This half is Mb = Mb = Me~(j; q ) n Me~;a (j; q ). Even though the random
permutations of b and b0 are independent, inserting both opies of b and b0 into R in reases
the probability that no vertex in Mb = Mb remains un overed. Therefore, so far we have
not prevented b and b0 from oordinating e orts.
0

0

Thus, we should modify the onstru tion so that opies of b and opies of b0 \hurt ea h
other", and onsequently, they annot be used in the same round together to over many
verti es. This is done by adding some random edges. Copies of a are randomly onne ted to
the other half of the verti es, namely to the verti es of the set Mb = Mb = Me~(j; q )nMe~;a (j; q ).
Copies of b are randomly onne ted to Ma = Me~;a (j; q ). See Figure 3.
0

These additional edges prevent a s hedule from forming very large rounds. Be ause if a
round is very large, many elements are overed two times or more. For example, inserting
many opies of b and also many opies of b0 into a round leads to \over- overing" verti es.
Further, the opies of p(a) n p(a; j ) pose a problem. So far, they have no edges to
Me~(j; q ). This would imply that we may add verti es from p(a) n p(a; j ) without a e ting
Me~(j; q ), and onsequently, it leaves a possibility of forming large big rounds with only a
small number of verti es that are onne ted to Me~(j; q ).
Hen e, we need to onne t every p(a) n p(a; j ) vertex to every Me~(j; q ) vertex with
probability 1=2j .
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3.6 The mixing step: formal de nition
Let j; q; e~, e~ = (A; B ) be xed. Fix some e~-star with head a. Let M = Me~(j; q ). Let Ma be
the set of neighbors of (the opies of) a in M and Mb = M n Ma .
1. For every opy of a in p(a; j ) and every vertex v
those two verti es with probability 1=2j .

2 Me~;b(j; q), add an edge between

2. Similarly, for every opy of b in p(b; j ), and and every vertex v 2 Ma = Me~;a (j; q ), add
an edge with probability 1=2j .
3. For every j and every x 2 A [ B onne t every vertex of p(x) n p(x; j ) to every vertex
of Me~;a (j; q ) independently, with probability 1=2j .
Steps 1, 2, and 3 will be referred to as the mixing step. See Figure 3.
Mb

Ma

cp( a, j )

cp(a) − cp(a , j)

cp( b, j)

Figure 3: The gure illustrates the mixing step for some xed q; j . The dotted edges represent
random events that may result in edges. The probability for su h an edge to be present is 1=2j .
The gure also indi ates that, the verti es of p(a; j ) form an exa t over of Ma = Ma;e~(j; q ),
by the random permutation step. On the other hand, pairs of verti es from p(a) n p(a; j ) and
M are onne ted with probability 1=2j for every pair.

3.7 Trapdoor: a s hedule of logarithmi length for a yes instan e
One way to explain some of the ideas behind the onstru tion is by showing that the radio
network resulting from a yes instan e of the MIN-REP problem admits a s hedule of length
O(log n).
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Let M = (G = (V; E ); G~ ), jV j = n, be a yes instan e of the MIN-REP problem, and let
(G ; s) be the instan e of of the radio broad ast problem that is obtained via our redu tion.

Let C be a perfe t MAX- over, that is, a subset of the set V1 [ V2 that overs all the superedges and ontains exa tly one vertex from ea h super-vertex. (Re all that by de nition of
the yes instan e of the MIN-REP problem, there exists a perfe t MAX- over C for su h an
instan e.)

Lemma 3.3 There is a s hedule of length O(log n) for the radio network (G ; s).
Proof: On the rst round s transmits, and all the verti es of V1 are informed. Then, for
ea h index j , 0:4 log n  j  0:6 log n, build two rounds. On the rst one all the verti es
S
S
of a2C p(a; j ) transmit in parallel, and on the se ond one all the verti es of b2C p(b; j )
transmit in parallel. Altogether, we obtain a s hedule with 2  (02: log n + 1) = O(log n)
rounds.
Claim 3.4 The s hedule informs V2 .
Proof: Sin e the set C is a perfe t MAX- over, for every super-edge e~ = (A; B ) 2 E~ , there
exists some e~-m.p. a; b 2 C . Thus, when p(a; j ) broad asts, all the sets Ma;e~(j; q ) sets are
informed (observe that the mixing step does not insert edges between p(a; j ) and Me~;a (j; q )).
Also, when p(b; j ) transmits, all of the sets Mb;e~(j; q ) are informed.

4

Analysis, part I:

omparison to Lemma 3.2

For the rest of the paper, let a; b; b0 ; e~; j; q; Me~(j; q ) and v 2 Me~(j; q ) be verti es, indi es and
sets that satisfy that (a; b) and (a; b0 ) are e~-mat hing pairs.
Sin e j; q; e~ are xed, for the simpli ity of the notation we use M for Me~(j; q ) and Ma for
Me~;a (j; q ), et . See also Figure 2.

In the next subse tion we dis uss a set S of size at most 2j  ln n. This set is analogous to
the set S from Lemma 3.2. We need to estimate the probability that no element of S overs
v (whi h we all the probability of silen e). Later, we onsider a subset R of size at least 2j
and dis uss the probability that v has at least two neighbors in R.
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4.1 Probability of silen e
Lemma 3.2 shows that there exists a relatively small set S with useful properties. The
probability that no element of S is onne ted to v is at least 1=n1+o(1) . In the onstru tion of
Alon et al. [1℄ omputing this probability of silen e is not diÆ ult, be ause ea h vertex of Yj
(for the same index j ) is onne ted to v with probability 21j independently of other verti es.

In our redu tion it is not ne essarily true that every small enough set S does not over
v with a non-zero probability. For example, suppose that v 2 Ma , and S ontains all the
opies of a. Then, by de nition of the random permutation step, the opies of a over v with
probability 1. Further, if Mb = M n S , and S ontains all the opies of b, then S overs the
entire set M with probability 1.

On the other hand, the over of M that we have just des ribed uses a mat hing pair
(a; b). Thus, intuitively, our goal is to prove that any set S that does not use mat hing pairs
does not over v with a non-negligible probability.
For the probability of the event: \S does not over v in the random permutation step"
to be greater than zero, we need v to satisfy the following property:

The safety property: If v 2 Mx then S ontains \only a fra tion of" the opies of x.
Alternatively, if all the opies of some x belong to S then v 62 Mx must hold.
This is further formalized in the following de nition:

De nition 4.1 The partitions de ned by the exa t partition steps (namely, in Steps 1 and
2 of the random permutation step) are safe for S and v if for every x so that v 2 Mx,

jS \

p(x; j )j  2j =8:

We shall see that if the partition is safe for S and v , then with a non-negligible probability
all the various random permutation steps do not over v . The following lemma formalizes
this laim.
We use the notation S

AN

v to denote the event \no vertex of S is onne ted to v ".

Lemma 4.2 Suppose that the partitions formed by the exa t partition steps are safe for
and v. Suppose also jSj  2j  ln n. Then:
1
IP ((S AN v ))  4 :
n

S

Proof: We use the following notation in the proof: SN is the set of opies xq 2 S of some
vertex x that annot be onne ted to v in the random permutation step. Namely, either
14

v 2 M n Mx or q > 2j (xq is not one of the 2j rst opies of x). The omplement set is
denoted by SY = S n SN .

For every vertex x 2 S , let S (x), be de ned by S (x) = p(x; j ) \ SY (these are opies
that an be onne ted to v by the random permutation step). Let s(x) = jS (x)j. Clearly,
s(x)  2j =8. See an illustration for this notation in Figure 4.
v

s(x)

SN

SY

Figure 4: The e e t of partition on Mx and M n Mx , in addition to the random permutation
step and mixing step on S ; v . The set S is partitioned to SN and SY . The verti es of SN annot
be onne ted to v by the random permutation step, be ause v does not belong to \their half" of
M . Only verti es that belong to the set SY may be onne ted to the vertex v by the permutation
step. For x, verti es of S (x) an be onne ted to v by the random permutation step. The gure
illustrates the \silent s enario", hen e the verti es of S (x) are not onne ted to the vertex v by

the random permutation step and all the dotted lines represent non-edges.

The probability that no opy of x that belongs to S (x) is onne ted to v in the random
permutation step is:
2j s(x)
:
2j
This is be ause 2j opies of x parti ipate in the random permutation step and only s(x) of
them belong to SY .
For two di erent verti es x; y 2 SY , note that the hoi es of the random permutations of
x and y are independent (this is true even if they are leaves in the same star). Let A be the
event that SY does not over v in the random permutation step. Hen e:
IP(A)



x2S

2j

s(x)

2j

 x2S

1

s(x)
2j

!

e 1

The last inequality is be ause for any positive real u > 0, (1
1 1=u  ((1 1=u)  e 1 )1=u .
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!s(x)=2j

1=u)u 1



1=e, and so

As s(x)  2j 3,
1
Hen e,

s(x)
2j

!

 e 1  8 7 e :

P
j
7  x s(x)=2  7 ln n
 8  e  1=n2:
P r(A) 
8e
P
(The se ond inequality follows as x2S s(x)  2j  log n.)


The verti es of SN are independently onne ted to v with probability 1=2j . (This follows
from the mixing step of the redu tion). Let B be the event that the mixing step does not
form an edge between s and v . Hen e, IP(B)  (1 1=2j )jSj  (1 1=2j )2j log n  1=n2 .
Finally, the event "no vertex of the set S is onne ted to the vertex v by the mixing step"
is independent of the event \no vertex of the set S is onne ted to the vertex v by the
permutation step". Hen e,
1 1
1
IP(S AN v )  2  2 = 4 :
n n
n

The probability for a safe partition: The partitions of Mx an be not safe with probability 1 for some \problemati " sets S . In fa t, one an easily guarantee that v is overed
by the random permutation step. This an be a hieved by taking into S all opies of a and
all opies of b (re all that (a; b) is a e~ mat hing pair).
The following de nition utilizes this idea.

De nition 4.3 A set S is (~e; j )-partial if for every e~-m.p. (x; y ), the set S ontains at most
2j 3 verti es of p(x; j ) or it ontains at most 2j 3 opies of p(y; j ).
If S is (~e; j )-partial, it is still possible that after the oins are tossed in the exa t partition
step, v will not be overed by S in the random permutation step. Namely, we shall see that
if S is (~e; j )-partial, the partition is safe with a non-negligible probability.

De nition 4.4 Let e~ = (A; B ) be a superedge. Let a 2 A. The set star(a; e~) is the set of
all opies of a and all opies of leaves b in an e~ star of A.

Lemma 4.5 Let S be an (~e; j )-partial of size jSj  2j ln n. The probability that the partition
is safe for S ; v is at least 1=n8.
Proof: Sin e jSj  2j  ln n, and the stars star(a0 ) with di erent verti es a0 2 A are all
disjoint, the number of su h stars that satisfy jstar(a) \ Sj  2j 3 is at most 8  ln n.
Throughout the proof of this lemma, we will all su h stars dangerous. Note that stars that
are not dangerous an not make the partition unsafe.
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Consider a dangerous star star(a0 ). Sin e the set S is (~e; j )-partial, either it ontains at
most 2j 3 j -relevant opies of the vertex a0 , or for all verti es in the star of a0 , the set S
ontains at most 2j 3 opies of the vertex . In any ase, with probability 1=2, v belongs to
the \right half" of M . (For example, if S ontains at most 2j =8 opies of a0 then v 2 Ma ).
Sin e the number of dangerous stars is at most 8  ln n, it follows that
0

P rob ( safe partition ) 

proving the laim.

 8 ln n
1

2

1
> 8;
n

The following orollary is immediate

Corollary 4.6 Let S be an (~e; j )-partial set of size jSj  2j ln n. Then IP(S AN v )  1=n12 .
Proof: By Lemma 4.5, with probability 1=n8 , the partitions of Mx are safe with respe t to
the set S , i.e., for every vertex x 2 SY , s(x)  2j 3 . By Lemma 4.2,
IP(S

AN v j S safe partition)  1=n4 :
with probability at least 1=n12 , the set S indu es a safe partition, and the event

Hen e,
(S AN v ) holds.

4.2 Probability of a ollision
In this se tion we onsider sets R  V1 of size at least 2j that are analogous to Ri0 in Lemma
3.2. In all the following sets, we are interested in the event that R does not inform v be ause
it overs v at least twi e (namely, v has at least two neighbors in R). Let (R 2C v ) denote
this event.
Clearly, if all the relevant events were independent, namely, if every vertex of
onne ted to v with probability 1=2j independently of other verti es then
IP(R 2C v ) = 1



1 1=2j

jRj



1 1=2j

jRj 1

 jRj

R was
(1)

This is in fa t the ase in the [1℄ onstru tion.
We shall now see that in our onstru tion, despite its dependen ies, a similar inequality
an be proven.
Consider a vertex x that ontributes opies to R, and suppose rst that v 62 Mx . For su h
x, the edges between its opies and the vertex v are determined by the mixing step, and they
behave exa tly as in inequality (1). Similarly, if xq is a opy of x, and xq 2 p(x) n p(x; j ),
and the probability that the edge (x; v ) is in the graph is 1=2j (see the mixing step).
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However, the more deli ate ase is when v 2 Mx . In this ase the edges between the
opies of x and the vertex v are determined by the random permutation step.
Let X = fx1 ; : : : ; xp g be the set of opies of x in R. First, we ompute an upper bound
on the probability of the event (X AN v ), namely, that no vertex in X is onne ted to v
by the random permutation step. Let p0 = dp=2e and X 0 = fx1 ; : : : ; xp g. Then
0

IP(X

AN

v )  IP(X 0

AN

v ) = IP(x1
: : : IP(xp

0

AN
AN

v )  IP(x2 AN v j x1 AN v )
v j fx1 ; : : : ; xp 1 g AN v ) :
0

If it is known that i of the opies of x are not onne ted to v by the random permutation
step, then all the rest of the 2j i opies have equal probability of overing v . Thus, the
probability that the next opy xi+1 is onne ted to v is:
1
1

:
j
j
2 i 2 1
This is be ause i  p0 1  p=2  2j =2. Thus, we get that:
IP(X

AN

v) 



1 p

0

2j 1
In summary, the ontribution of X to the probability is very similar to its ontribution in
inequality (1). The di eren es are: 1=2j 1 instead of 1=2j , and p0 (re all that p0  p=2)
instead of p. We derive an upper bound on the probability that v is informed by R in a
similar way. Let  = jRj=2. We have proved:

Lemma 4.7
IP(R 2C v )  1


 1

1 1=2j 1 +   1 1=2j 1



4.3 Deriving a lemma similar to Lemma 3.2
The pivot and the most signi ant index for e~: For the rest of the se tion, onsider
a xed short s hedule  = (T1 ; T2 ; : : :). We rst de ne how to nd the most \important"
index j for e~. Re all that p(A) (respe tively, p(B )) is the set of all opies of verti es
of A (respe tively, of verti es of B ). Let (~e) be the s hedule (R1 ; R2 ; : : :) with Ri =
Ti \ ( p(A) [ p(B )). For the rest of the subse tion, we use symbols Ri and R to denote
rounds that are subsets of p(A) [ p(B ). Re all that j p(A) [ p(B )j = n (be ause of the
dummy verti es). Hen e p(A) [ p(B ) an play the role of the set X in Lemma 3.2.
De nition 4.8 The index j whose existen e is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2 with respe t to
X = p(A) [ p(B ) and the rounds (~e) is alled the pivot of e~.
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For the rest of the se tion we adopt a notation from the paper of Alon et al. [1℄; let S be
the set whose existen e is guaranteed by Lemma 3.2 (i.e., it plays the role of S from Lemma
3.2), and Ri0 = Ri n S .

The probability of 2- overing: The proof of the following lemma is very similar to the
proof of Lemma 3.4 from [1℄. The only di eren e between the two proofs is that in Lemma
3.2, the following inequality holds with respe t to the s hedule 
IP(R 2C v )



1



1 1=2j

jRj



1 1=2j

jRj 1

 jRj:

This is be ause all the relevant events are independent. In our ase, we use Lemma 4.7 that
shows that though the events are not independent, a similar inequality holds. To summarize,

Lemma 4.9 There is some universal onstant 1 so that
1
IP( For all i; Ri0 2C v )  1 :
n
How an we for e S to be partial? In order to apply Corollary 4.6 to bound the
probability that v is informed we need the subset S (from Lemma 3.2) to be e~ partial. How
S
an we guarantee that? One way of ensuring this is by requiring that Ri is e~ partial.
S

To understand our approa h, assume for the moment that indeed Ri is e~ partial. Then,
we an derive a lemma similar to Lemma 3.2, that is, show that an e~ partial s hedule annot
over all the verti es of Me~. We want to use this laim to get a good MIN-REP solution
along the following lines:
S

1. With high probability Ri annot be e~ partial, be ause of a lemma similar to Lemma
3.2.
2. This will hold in a similar way to many other super-edges.
S

S

3. As Ri is not e~ partial, there should exist an e~ mat hing pair (x; y ) so that Ri
ontains at least 2j =8 opies of x and at least 2j =8 opies of y . If this is the ase, we
say that  hose x; y .
S

4. If  = j Ri j is \small" then =2j is \small" as well. Hen e  an hoose only a few
mat hing pairs from A [ B .
5. Hen e, a small subset of A [ B an be used to over e~.
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6. Sin e this applies to \many" super-edges, we obtain a small solution for the original
instan e of the MIN-REP problem.
S

The problem with this s enario is in the ase that  = j Ri j is \too large". In this ase
=2j an be very large by itself, and so the the MIN-REP solution that will be derived may
be large.
S

Indeed, it turns out that expe ting that Ri is e~ partial is too harsh a requirement, at
least as far as very large rounds are present. The good news are, however, that large rounds
have little e e t be ause of Lemma 4.7. We next formalize this intuition. Again, we restri t
our attention to (~e), and onsider rounds R that are subsets of p(A) [ p(B ).

De nition 4.10 We say that a round R is (~e; j ) small if

jRj   2j ln n ;
where is some onstant to be determined later. Let Small(; j; e~) be the olle tion of small
rounds of (~e), and Large(; j; e~) be the set of all other rounds.
De nition 4.11 Let

W (; j; e~) =

[
Ri 2Small(;j;e~)

Ri

De nition 4.12 A s hedule  is (~e; j ) partial if W (; j; e~) is e~ partial.
S

Note that even if  is e~ partial, still Ri may ontain all the opies of both a and b, for
an e~-mat hing pair (a; b). This is be ause some rounds Ri may be large.
Assume 0  1 + 12, where 1 is the onstant from Lemma 4.9. The following orollary
(it is analogous to Lemma 3.2) is derived from Lemma 4.9 and Corollary 4.6. However, it
applies only to Small(; j; e~).

Corollary 4.13 Let  be e~ partial. With probability at least 1=n 0 , Small(; j; e~) does not
inform v.
Proof: We mimi the proof of Lemma 3.2. Namely, we ompute the probability for the event
N = \no vertex of S is onne ted to v" and the event 2C = \all small rounds Ri0 = Ri n S
over v at least twi e". If both N and 2C o ur, then v is not informed by Small(; j; e~).
Proving that the event \for every i, Ri0 2 overs v " o urs with probability at least 1=n 1
is done exa tly as in Lemma 4.9, and in [1℄.
Now we deal with S 0 . As  is e~-partial, by de nition
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W

is e~-partial, and thus S 0 is

e~-partial. Thus, from Corollary 4.6,

IP(S 0

AN

1
v )  12 :
n

Note that Ri0 and S 0 are disjoint. But the events N and 2C are not independent, as the
two sets may ontain opies of the same vertex. We need to study the orrelation between
N and 2C . We shall now see that the events are positively orrelated.

Let Rx (resp., Sx) be the subset of opies of x that belong to Ri0 (resp., S ). If v 62 Mx
then the edges between the verti es of Rx and Sx on the one hand and the vertex v on the
other are de ned by the mixing step and are ompletely independent. If v 2 Mx , then the
onne tion of Rx [ Sx and v is determined by the random permutation step. Now, if Sx is
not onne ted to v this only in reases the probability that Rx is onne ted to v . Hen e, the
orrelation between these probabilities is positive.
Hen e, with probability at least
5

n

1

1 +12

 n10

v is not informed by Small(; j; e~).

Analysis part II: deriving the result

Let  be an e~ partial short s hedule.

5.1 How many verti es an

S mall

( ~) inform?
; j; e

We onsider the number of verti es informed by Small(; j; e~). (At this point we ignore the
ontribution of Large(). We will deal with it later).
Let q 0 be some index. We say that a set Me~(j; q 0 ) is fully informed by Small(; j; e~) if all
the elements of Me~(j; q 0 ) are informed. Let NF = NF (~e; j; Small(; j; e~)) be the number of
indi es q 0 for whi h Me~(j; q 0 ) is not fully informed by Small(; j; e~).

Lemma 5.1

IP(NF < n2 )  exp (

(n 3 )):

Proof: Consider a xed index q 0 . By Corollary 4.13 and the Markov inequality,
IP (Me~(j; q 0 ) is not fully informed ) 

1

:
n0 1
Hen e, the number of not fully informed sets Me~(j; q 0 ) is a Binomial variable with su ess
probability greater or equal to 1=n 0 1 . The number of di erent indi es q 0 is n 0 +4 . Thus,
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the expe ted number of not fully informed Me~(j; q 0 ) is at least n3 . Hen e, the laim follows
from the Cherno bound.
The lemma shows that Small(; j; e~) not only does not inform all the verti es, but also
leaves many indi es q 0 for whi h Me~(j; q 0 ) has at least one non-informed element. In fa t, a
simple ounting argument and the union-bound imply the following orollary.

Corollary 5.2 With probability 1 exp (
NF (~e; j; Small(; j; e~))  n2 .

(n 3 )), for any e~ partial short s hedule ,

Proof: The set of relevant verti es on a xed round of  is a subset of p(A) [ p(B ). The
size of p(A) [ p(B ) is n. Hen e, the number of subsets of A [ B is 2n . Thus the number
2
2
of short s hedules is at most 2n log n . Sin e 2n log n  exp(n3 ), the laim follows from the
union-bound.

5.2 Large rounds are not able to inform many verti es
By Corollary 5.2, with probability 1 exp ( (n 3 )), no short partial s hedule satis es NF 
n2 . We next show that for any hoi e of , with high probability Large() an not \ omplete
the task" and leaves some verti es uninformed.

Lemma 5.3 If  is e~ partial short s hedule then with probability at least 1 2 2n2 ,  does
not inform all the verti es of Me~(j ).

Proof: We know that (with high probability) there is a set U of n2 elements, U = fu1 ; : : : ; un2 g,
that are not informed by Small(; j; e~). The ru ial property of U is that di erent verti es
ui belong to di erent sets Me~(j; q 0 ). Hen e the random events that we onsider are independent. We x the sets Large() and U , and estimate the probability that Large() overs
Me~.

Let R  A [ B be a large round in (~e). Let r = log2 jRj. By de nition,  =
 2j+1 ln n. By Lemma 4.7, setting
jRj ;
=
2
we get:


1  1
1 
:
IP(R 2C v )  1 1 j 1 +   1 j 1
2
2

jRj 

Thus, it follows that the probability that some ui is informed by R is at most 1=n
with 0 being some universal onstant (that depends on from De nition 4.10). Sin e the
edges between the verti es of U and v are independent (di erent ui belong to di erent sets
2
Me~(j; q 0 )), the probability that the entire set U is informed is at most 1=n n .
0

0
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Now, we ount the number of possibilities to hoose the sets Large() and U . Note that
U is a subset of size n2 hosen out of a set of n 0+4 verti es. The number of ways to do so
is at most n( 0 +4)n2 . The number of possible Large() s hedules (restri ted to subsets of
2
p(A) [ p(B )) is O(2nlog n ). Thus the number of hoi es of U and Large() is at most
2
n( 0 +5)n . We set so that 0  0 + 7. Now the laim follows from the union-bound.

5.3 Short proper s hedules an not be feasible
We need the following de nition. Intuitively, it de nes short s hedules that are partial for
many super-edges.
De nition 5.4 A short s hedule  is alled proper if there exists a subset E 0  E~ that
ontains at least one half of all the super-edges, and su h that the Small(; j; e~) is e~0 partial
for every e~0 2 E 0. Otherwise, the s hedule  is alled non-proper.
The following lemma holds both for yes and no instan es of the MIN-REP problem.

Lemma 5.5 With probability 1 exp( (n2 )), no proper  informs all the verti es of V2 .
Proof: First, x E 0 . For a single super-edge e~0 2 E 0 , the probability that Me~ is fully informed
is at most 2 2n2 (Lemma 5.3). Naturally, this also implies an upper bound on the probability
that all the verti es of V2 are informed.
By Restri tion 2 in the de nition of the MIN-REP problem, the number of super-edges is
bounded by n  polylog (n). Thus, the number of subsets of the superedges is at most 2o(n2 ) .
By the union-bound the probability that there exists a subset E 0 so that for every e~0 2 E 0 ,
Me~ is fully informed is at most:
0

2
2
2o(n )  2 2n = exp(

(n2 )) :

Remark: Note that a s hedule of logarithmi length for a yes instan e that was des ribed
in Se tion 3.7 is not proper.

5.4 For no instan es short non-proper s hedules are not feasible
Lemma 5.6 With probability 1 there is no non-proper feasible short s hedule  for the

instan e derived out of a no instan e of the MIN-REP problem.

Proof: Suppose for ontradi tion that there exists a s hedule  as above. Assume, without
loss of generality, that the rst round of the s hedule  is the set fsg, and that all the other
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rounds R 2  are subsets of the set V1 (with no dummy verti es). Let EN  E~ be a subset
of super-edges, su h that for every super-edge e~ 2 EN , the s hedule  is not e~-partial. By
de nition, the set EN ontains at least half of the super-edges.
For a super-edge e~ 2 EN , let j be its pivot. Re all that W is the union of all small
rounds. By de nition, W ontains at least 2j =8 opies of both x and y for some e~ mat hing
pair (x; y ). We all this pair \the important pair for e~".
We now de ne a MIN-REP solution C that is both \of small size" and overs all the
super-edges of EN . C is de ned by the following pro edure.
1. Go over all the super-edges in EN in an arbitrary order.
2. For a super-edge e~, let (x; y ) be the important pair for e~.
3. Add x and y to C .
The following laim is immediate by de nition:

Claim 5.7 C overs all the super-edges EN .

We now bound jC \ Aj for an arbitrary super-vertex A.

Sin e the super-vertex A parti ipates in several di erent super-edges, and ea h with
its own pivot, we onsider every index j separately. Fix some pivot j , and bound the
ontribution to C \ A due to j . Re all that the subs hedule Small(; j; e~) ontains only the
rounds R that are j -small with respe t to the super-edge e~, i.e., the rounds R 2 (~e), that
satisfy jRj  2j +1   ln n. Also, the number of rounds in the s hedule is O(log2 n). Hen e,
jWj = O(2j  log3 n) (be ause W is the union of all small rounds.)
Every super-edge (A; B ) with pivot j auses the important e~ pair (a; b) to be added
into C . But, by de nition, W ontains at least 2j =8 opies of a and 2j =8 opies of b. In
parti ular, the number of verti es a that an be added to C with pivot j is at most

jWj

2j =8

= O(log3 n):

This bounds the ontribution of j to jA \ C j.

Summing over all di erent indi es j , the total size of A \ C is bounded by O(log4 n).
Similar bound follows for every B .
In other words, we have shown that the set C overs at least one half of all the superedges of the instan e M of the MIN-REP problem, and ontains O(log4 n) representative
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verti es from ea h super-vertex. It follows that no A or B sets ontributes more than log10 n
verti es to C . This ontradi ts Theorem 2.5

Corollary 5.8 With high probability, for a no instan e no short s hedule  is feasible.
Proof: By Lemma 5.6, with probability 1, there is no non-proper feasible short s hedule
for the instan e G . By Lemma 5.5, with high probability there is no proper feasible short
s hedule for the instan e G . Sin e any s hedule is either proper or non-proper, the assertion
follows.
Hen e, we have shown that the redu tion has the laimed gap, and have proved our main
result.

Theorem 5.9 Unless NP  BP T IME (nO(log log n) ), for some universal onstant there is
no additive (  log2 n)-approximation for the radio broad ast problem.
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